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An open source email relay server designed to be an open SMTP honeypot. Sticky Mail Server is configured to act as an open SMTP relay that accepts all random probe messages and mass mailings it receives. It responds to SYN Flood, TCP Port Scan and DNS DoS probes with a generic probe response. Sticky Mail Server stays open and accepting requests indefinitely, but it has an automatic timeout that logs IPs
after sending out, letting you inspect probe results. The server logs every message it receives and sends an RCPT, NOTICE, or ESMTP response code to indicate probe results. Email messages are saved and analyzed. ... Perl Fingerprinting Antivirus Pro is the best anti-virus utility to detect the most popular and dangerous viruses and malware. Perl Fingerprinting Antivirus Pro has multiple detection methods

including: o Exact File Match o Heuristic Detection o Real Time Protection Perl Fingerprinting Antivirus Pro algorithm is optimized to analyze your Windows application with or without hotfix. It has been selected as an industry best anti-virus application to determine the exact signatures of the viruses and malware from a large number of real world applications, including common, retail and business applications
Perl Fingerprinting Antivirus Pro Other Features: o No need to install extra DLL and/or plugins o One Click to Check for Malware and Virus o one Click to Remove the Malware Perl Fingerprinting Antivirus Pro is a great freeware tool to defend you from viruses, malware and other malicious threats. To detect malicious software, it must be an effective and a fast tool to scan your own files. Perl Fingerprinting
Antivirus Pro has the ability to scan your local network and the Internet at the same time. It comes with the following high level of security features. o Exact file detection o Real-time protection from virus o Notification when virus is detected o Virus and malicious file removal without any Data loss Perl Fingerprinting Antivirus Pro other Features: o Open File Dialog o Scan as administrator with Full Control o

Scan as normal user with Read Control only o Word, Excel, Powerpoint, and other binary file options ... The popular Open Source Project Joomla 1.5 compiles as a self-extracting EXE: a small executable, that when double-clicked
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“Sticky Mail Server” is a SMTP honeypot designed to catch and log all the messages generated by a set of client mailservers. Sticky Mail Server is able to detect and log all the incoming emails, parse and classify them and log a history file of all the captured emails in a MySQL table. Sticky Mail Server is an ideal tool for detecting and logging unknown mailservers or mailboxes. It’s able to detect spoofed domains
and is quick and reliable for capturing and logging email during heavy load situations. The Sticky Mail Server can also be a server for the reception of all inbound emails from your mail server. The Sticky Mail Server performs much better than the SMTP RBL List when it comes to multi-threading. Sticky Mail Server is highly customizable. Unlike most other honeypots, Sticky Mail Server is designed to be highly

portable and self contained. It comes with a built-in Java component which makes it run and compile on practically any platform. A python script allows Sticky Mail Server to be easily compiled on Windows, Linux, Mac and other platforms. The clients are designed to be highly customizable and modifiable. A simple configuration file allows you to tailor Sticky Mail Server to your needs. Sticky Mail Server
Features: Sticky Mail Server can be easily compiled and executed on Windows, Linux, Mac and other platforms. A simple configuration file allows you to tailor Sticky Mail Server to your needs. Sticky Mail Server is based on a MySQL table for logs and a PHP log handler. Sticky Mail Server is designed to be very portable. Sticky Mail Server is able to work without needing any other dependencies. Sticky Mail
Server is designed to be very modular. Sticky Mail Server can be easily customized. You can install as many mailservers as you wish. The Sticky Mail Server can be run as a daemon in the background and watch as many or as few mailservers as you wish. You can log all the emails to a.pst file by using the Sticky Mail Server as an Open Relay. You can run Sticky Mail Server in a completely transparent way. You

needn’t even have Internet access. You can look at all the captured emails logged to the MySQL table using a Web interface. All captured emails are stored in a MySQL table. You can easily 09e8f5149f
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Sticky Mail Server (SMS) is a network intrusion detection system designed to detect and alert of the following attacks: ======================================================================== Scan/Smurf/Spoofer/Spamming Traffic ======================================================================== Sticky Mail Server captures and logs potentially
malicious traffic looking for exploits, viruses and other malware. Any traffic is saved to a log file for later analysis. Note: We recommend you set a log rotation interval for Sticky Mail Server! .Note: The log rotation interval is different for your system. It is set by default to 7 days. Note: Run as the administrator on Windows Vista or Windows 7. This software works in both 32 bit and 64 bit Windows. .Note: The
user running Sticky Mail Server must have all the permissions required to run this software. ======================================================================== Mail Spamming Traffic ======================================================================== Internet Email traffic, including spam, contains all kinds of malicious traffic, from virus and
worm infected emails to Trojans, spyware and ad-supported software such as the infamous What's My Spyware Honeypot. Sticky Mail Server tries to determine what kind of "Spam" the traffic is and saves it to its log file. .Note: For all supported versions of Windows, Sticky Mail Server captures all emails from the Internet. .Note: This software only captures email traffic between the recipient and the SMTP relay.
.Note: Run Sticky Mail Server in passive mode. The traffic it captures is not sent to the SMTP server. .Note: The SMTP server must support passive mode. For all supported versions of Windows. .Note: The user running Sticky Mail Server must have all the permissions required to run this software. ======================================================================== Spoofing
Traffic ======================================================================== Internet email traffic contains all kinds of malicious traffic. Spoofed traffic can be used to send other people's email addresses without them knowing. You can prevent this abuse by blocking email that contains strings of text that look like email addresses. Sticky Mail Server tries to determine if the traffic
contains email addresses that look like email addresses and saves it to its log file. .Note: This software only detects email addresses that look like email addresses. .Note: Run Sticky Mail Server in passive mode. The traffic it captures is not sent to the SMTP server. .Note: The SMTP server

What's New In Sticky Mail Server?

What is a SMTP Honeypot? A SMTP Honeypot is a system designed to capture and log the details of SMTP connection attempts to a mail server. The honeypot logs the IP address of the attacker that failed, which IP address they used to connect to the server, what port they used to connect to the server, and what details of the SMTP connection (i.e. IP, hostname, port, credentials, and so on) they used. The
honeypot then logs the details of the connection. This can be a useful tool in regards to locating potential shell access points, or for preventing attackers from engaging in unnecessary SMTP communication. What makes Sticky Mail Server a SMTP Honeypot? Sticky Mail Server was designed to mimic a real open SMTP relay, and capture and log the details of probe messages sent to it. The honeypot was made to
act as any legitimate SMTP server would, and prompt the attacker for the correct SMTP password. If the attacker put up a reverse lookup on their IP, it will also pop up to the attacker. This provides an opportunity for the honeypot to record the IP address of the attacker and log the details of their connection attempt. This could be used to locate them, block their traffic or to provide access to their IP address to the
user. What is SMTP? Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is the Internet messaging standard used to send messages from one computer to another. It is the most commonly used protocol for sending email messages and it is supported in nearly every operating system and web browser today. SMTP is the oldest and most widely used message transfer protocol. The SMTP protocol has many commands that can be
used for transferring email, such as: SEND RCPT DATA HELP QUIT Help with configuring Sticky Mail Server and additional information on configuring Sticky Mail Server can be found at: The commands listed above are the basic operations used when transferring email, but there are many other commands that can be used by the software to interact with a user and perform tasks. SMTP Commands SEND -
Sends the specified message to the specified SMTP server, if the SMTP server replies to the message, it will reply with an immediate "
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System Requirements For Sticky Mail Server:

Minimum: Requires a system with 2 gigabytes (GB) of RAM and hard disk space. OS: Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 8.1 Processor: Pentium IV (1.8 GHz or higher) Hard disk: 8 GB DirectX: 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound card: Standard stereo, 5.1 surround or greater. DVD ROM drive: 3.0Ghz x86 compatible DVD ROM drive, is recommended. Additional Notes:
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